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(57) ABSTRACT 

A method for running a Software application on a computer 
having an operating System that provides a local database 
containing consistent configuration data to be accessed by 
programs running on the computer. The method includes 
providing a file containing further configuration data 
required by the application, which further data are not Stored 
in the local database. A request by the application to access 
the local database is intercepted, and an item of the further 
configuration data is returned from the file to the application, 
responsive to the request. 
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REGISTRY EMULATION 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001) This application claims the benefit of a U.S. Pro 
visional Patent Application entitled “Registry Emulation,” 
filed Mar. 6, 2000, which is assigned to the assignee of the 
present patent application, and which is incorporated herein 
by reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to computer 
application Software, and Specifically to methods and System 
enabling application Software to run on a computer without 
installation. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003. The registry is a system-defiled database, which is 
included as a part of Microsoft Windows 3.1 and later 
Windows operating Systems. It is used by applications and 
other System components to Store and retrieve consistent 
configuration data. Information regarding the registry and its 
use is provided in publications available from the Microsoft 
Developers’ Network (MSIN) of Microsoft Corporation, 
Redmond, Wash., including “Platform SDK. Performance 
Monitoring/Registry,” and Chapter 23 (Registry) of the 
“Driver Development Kit.” These publications are incorpo 
rated herein by reference. Data in the registry can be 
manipulated using application program interface (API) 
functions and Services described in the above-mentioned 
publication, as well as with a Windows utility called the 
Registry Editor (Regedit.exe). Registry-related Services are 
normally carried out by the Virtual Machine Manager 
(VMM) component of the Windows operating system ker 
nel. 

0004. The registry stores data in a hierarchically-struc 
tured tree. Each node in the tree is called a key. Each key can 
contain both Subkeys (which are themselves keys) and data 
entries called values. When an application is installed on a 
computer running Windows, it typically Stores its own 
registry data in a branch under a key that is created for the 
particular application. In addition, the application may also 
use Subkeys and values that are Stored under other keys, 
which are shared with the operating System and/or with 
other applications. While the application is running, it uses 
the names of the appropriate keys to navigate in the registry 
for the purpose of reading and writing configuration data. 
Without the configuration data, the application is unable to 
run. For this reason, installation is an indispensable prepa 
ratory Step to running most Windows applications that are 
known in the art. 

0005. During the installation procedure, the application 
creates any necessary new keys and writes the values that it 
will require in the registry. To add a new key or value to the 
registry, the application must first open an existing key, 
typically using the RegOpenKeyEX function (or a corre 
sponding Service RegopenXey), as described in the above 
mentioned documentation. After creating a new Subkey or 
Setting a new value, the key is closed, and the new data are 
written to the registry. A group of keys, Subkeys and values 
belonging to a Specified branch of the registry may be Saved 
to a backup file, known as a hive file, using the RegSaveKey 
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function, as described in the above-mentioned MSDN docu 
mentation. Subsequently, the Reg loadKey function can be 
used to recall the information from the hive file and to 
restore it to the registry in a specified location. When the 
hive file contains data used by an application, it must be 
loaded back into the registry before the application cab run. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0006. It is an object of some aspects of the present 
invention to provide methods for enabling a Software appli 
cation to run on a computer without installation. 
0007. It is a further object of some aspects of the present 
invention to provide tools for emulating functions of the 
Windows registry. 
0008. In preferred embodiments of the present invention, 
a computer running a Windows operating System, and thus 
having a local registry, initiates running of a Software 
application without installing on the computer. Instead, 
registry information needed for the application is provided 
in a previously-created emulation hive file. The data in the 
hive file are loaded into the local registry at a predetermined 
location before the application begins to run. When the 
application attempts to access the registry, by invoking an 
appropriate key as Specified by the application designer, a 
registry emulation function intercepts the application's 
request. The emulation function determines whether the key 
is located in the local registry or is taken from the data in the 
emulation hive file. Based on this determination, the emu 
lation function services the request. The registry emulation 
is transparent to the application and to the operating System, 
So that the application runs as though it was actually 
installed on the computer. 
0009. In some preferred embodiments of the present 
invention, the application Software and hive file are Stored 
on a Server, which is accessed by the computer via a 
network, Such as the Internet. The registry emulation feature 
enables the computer to run the application without a user of 
the computer having to spend the time and effort required to 
download and install the entire application. Typically, only 
the hive file and required portions of the application are 
downloaded. Preferably, configuration changes made by the 
user while the application is running are Saved in the 
emulation hive file when the computer exits from the 
application. The next time the user accesses this application, 
the hive file enables the saved configuration to be restored 
immediately. The local registry on the computer is Substan 
tially unaffected, however. 
0010. In some preferred embodiments of the present 
invention, the emulation hive file is created by actually 
installing the application on a trial computer, and intercept 
ing requests by the application to write data to the registry 
during installation. A list is maintained of the keys created 
or used by the application during installation. The keys and 
their values are preferably arranged in a special branch of the 
registry of the trial computer that is created for this purpose, 
which mirrors the actual locations of the keys in the registry 
as used by the installation process. Upon the conclusion of 
installation, the Special branch is Saved, thus creating the 
emulation hive file. 

0011 Although preferred embodiments described herein 
are based on the registry of the Windows operating System, 
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the principles of the present invention are similarly appli 
cable to other operating Systems that use a common database 
to maintain consistent configuration data for different appli 
cations. 

0012. There is therefore provided, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, a method for 
running a Software application on a computer having an 
operating System that provides a local database containing 
consistent configuration data to be accessed by programs 
running on the computer, the method including: 

0013 providing a file containing further configura 
tion data required by the application, which further 
data are not stored in the local database; 

0014 intercepting a request by the application to 
access the local database; and 

0015 returning an item of the further configuration 
data from the file to the application, responsive to the 
request. 

0016 Preferably, the database includes a hierarchical 
database having a tree Structure that includes a plurality of 
branches, and providing the file includes providing data 
corresponding to one or more branches of the tree Structure 
that are used by the application. Further preferably, the 
operating System includes a Windows operating System, and 
the database includes a Windows registry, and providing the 
data includes providing one or more registry keys, wherein 
intercepting the request includes hooking a registry Service 
request. Most preferably, hooking the registry Service 
request includes identifying one of the keys in the request, 
and processing the request responsive to the identified key. 
Further preferably, providing the file includes providing a 
hive file, and loading the data from the file into the registry 
before running the application. 
0017 Preferably, intercepting the request includes mak 
ing a determination whether the request relates to one of the 
branches that contains only the further configuration data, or 
whether the request relates to another of the branches that is 
shared with the database, and processing the request respon 
Sive to the determination. 

0.018. Additionally or alternatively, intercepting the 
request by the application includes receiving a request to 
alter the further configuration data, and the method includes 
altering the data in the file responsive to the request. 
Preferably, the method further includes saving the file 
including the altered data upon termination of the applica 
tion, to be used in running the application Subsequently. 
0.019 Preferably, returning the item of the further con 
figuration data includes emulating access by the operating 
System to the database, So that the request is handled in a 
manner transparent to the application. 
0020. In a preferred embodiment, the further configura 
tion data include data that would normally be written to the 
database in the course of installation of the application on 
the computer, and running the Software application includes 
running the application Substantially without installation on 
the computer, by using the data in the file. 
0021. There is also provided, in accordance with a pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention, a method for 
running a Software application on a computer without instal 
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lation of the application thereon, under an operating System 
that provides a local database containing consistent configu 
ration data to be accessed by programs running on the 
computer, which configuration data would normally include 
installation data generated during the installation of the 
application, the method including; 

0022 providing a rile containing the installation 
data, which are not stored in the local database; and 

0023 accessing the data in the file instead of access 
ing the local database So as to retrieve the installation 
data while running the application. 

0024 Preferably, the method includes receiving the file 
and the application by download over a network to run on 
the computer. Further preferably, accessing the data includes 
providing the installation data from the file in a manner that 
emulates acceSS by the operating System to the database, 
whereby the data are accessed in a manner transparent to the 
application. 
0025. In a preferred embodiment, providing the file 
includes collecting the installation data responsive to install 
ing the application on a trial computer. 
0026. There is additionally provided, in accordance with 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a method 
for generating an emulation file for use in running a Software 
application on a user computer under an operating System 
that provides a local database containing consistent configu 
ration data to be accessed by programs running on the user 
computer, which configuration data would normally include 
installation data generated during installation of the appli 
cation on the user computer, the method including; 

0027) 
0028 intercepting a request generated while install 
ing the application to write the installation data to the 
database on the trial computer; and 

0029 responsive to the intercepted request, writing 
the installation data to the emulation file, to be 
accessed by the application running on the user 
computer in place of accessing the local database, 
whereby the application runs on the user computer 
without installation thereon. 

installing the application on a trial computer; 

0030 Preferably, writing the installation data includes 
Saving one or more registry keys in a hive file. Most 
preferably, Saving the one or more registry keys in the hive 
file includes creating an emulation branch in the registry that 
mirrors locations at which the one or more keys are Stored 
in the registry during the installation on the trial computer, 
and Saving the emulation branch in the hive file. 
0031. There is further provided, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, computer 
apparatus having an operating System that provides a local 
database containing consistent configuration data to be 
accessed by programs running on the apparatus, which 
apparatus is adapted to receive a file containing further 
configuration data required by an application, which further 
data are not Stored in the local database, and to run an 
application under the operating System by intercepting 
requests made by the application to access the database and 
to return, responsive to the requests, items of the further 
configuration data from the file to the application. 
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0.032 There is moreover provided, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, computer 
apparatus for running a Software application under an oper 
ating System that provides a local database containing con 
Sistent configuration data to be accessed by programs run 
ning on the computer, which configuration data would 
normally include installation data generated during instal 
lation of the application on the apparatus, which apparatus 
is adapted to receive a file containing the installation data, 
which are not stored in the local database, and to run the 
application without the installation of the application on the 
apparatus by retrieving the installation data from the file 
instead of accessing the local database. 

0033. There is furthermore provided, in accordance with 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention, apparatus 
for generating an emulation file for use in running a Software 
application on a user computer under an operating System 
that provides a local database containing consistent configu 
ration data to be accessed by programs running on the user 
computer, which configuration data would normally include 
installation data generated during installation of the appli 
cation on the computer, the apparatus including a trial 
computer on which the application is installed, which trial 
computer is adapted to intercept requests, generated while 
installing the application, to write the installation data to the 
local database on the trial computer, and which trial com 
puter is further adapted, responsive to the intercepted 
requests, to write the installation data to the emulation file, 
to be accessed by the application running on the user 
computer in place of accessing the local database, whereby 
the application runs on the user computer without installa 
tion thereon. 

0034. There is also provided, in accordance with a pre 
ferred embodiment of the present invention, a computer 
Software product for enabling a Software application to run 
on a computer having an operating System that provides a 
local database containing consistent configuration data to be 
accessed by programs running on the computer, the product 
including a computer-readable medium in which program 
instructions are Stored, which instructions, when read by the 
computer, cause the computer to receive a file containing 
further configuration data required by the application, which 
further data are not Stored in the local database, and to 
intercept a request by the application to access the local 
database, So as to return an item of the further configuration 
data to the application, responsive to the request. 

0035. There is additionally provided, in accordance with 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention, a computer 
Software product for enabling a Software application to run 
on a computer without installation of the application on the 
computer, under an operating System that provides a local 
database containing consistent configuration data to be 
accessed by programs running on the computer, which 
configuration data would normally include installation data 
generated during the installation of the application on the 
computer, the product including a computer-readable 
medium in which program instructions are Stored, which 
instructions, when read by the computer, cause the computer 
to read a file containing the installation data, which instal 
lation data are not stored in the database, and to access the 
data in the file instead of accessing data while running the 
application. 
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0036) There is further provided, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention, a computer 
Software product for generating an emulation file for use in 
running a Software application on a user computer under an 
operating System that provides a local database containing 
consistent configuration data to be accessed by programs 
running under the operating System, which configuration 
data would normally include installation data generated 
during installation of the application, the product including 
a computer-readable medium in which program instructions 
are Stored, which instructions, when readby a trial computer, 
cause the trial computer to intercept a request generated to 
write the installation data to the database while the appli 
cation is being installed on the trial computer, and respon 
Sive to the intercepted request, to write the installation data 
to the emulation file, to be accessed by the application 
running on the user computer instead of accessing the local 
database, whereby the application runs on the user computer 
without installation thereon. 

0037. The present invention will be more fully under 
stood from the following detailed description of the pre 
ferred embodiments thereof, taken together with the draw 
ings in which: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0038 FIG. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illus 
trates a System for running computer Software applications 
without installation thereof, in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; 
0039 FIG. 2A is a graph that schematically shows 
details of a local registry database, as is known in the art; 
0040 FIG.2B is a graph that schematically shows details 
of an emulation registry database, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; 
0041 FIG. 2C is a graph that schematically shows 
details of a combined registry database, in accordance with 
a preferred embodiment of the present invention; 

0042 FIG. 3 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates 
a method for registry emulation, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention; and 

0043 FIG. 4 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates 
a method for creating an emulation hive file, in accordance 
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

0044 FIG. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illus 
trates a System 20 for running Software applications without 
installation on a computer 21, in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. Computer 21 prefer 
ably comprises a personal computer (PC) running a 
Microsoft Windows operating system. The computer has a 
disk memory 22 which Stores operating System files 24 and 
a local Windows registry 26, as well as other data 28. 
Computer 21 is linked to a server 32, preferably via a 
network 30, such as the Internet. A disk memory 34 of the 
Server Stores its own operating System files 36, along with an 
executable application program file 38 and a hive file 40 
asSociated with the application program. The hive file is 
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used to Supplement the data in local registry 26, enabling the 
application to run on computer 21 without installation, as 
described hereinbelow. 

004.5 FIG. 2A is a graph that schematically illustrates 
details of registry 26, in accordance with conventions of the 
Windows operating System. The registry comprises a tree 
Structured database having a root 41 and a number of 
predefined keys at the root, including a HKEY_LOCAL 
MACHINE key 43. This latter key conventionally leads to 

a branch of the tree holding configuration data regarding 
hardware and Software that are installed in computer 21. 
Typically, the Software configuration data are Stored under a 
Software Subkey 44, which itself contains Subkeys Such as a 
“MYFILES’ subkey 46 and vendor subkeys 50. All of these 
Subkeys generally contain further Subkeys, Such as Subkeys 
48 corresponding to particular file types under Subkey 46, as 
well as values (not shown in this figure) The elements of 
registry 26 and their locations it the registry database are 
shown in FIG. 2A only by way of example. Windows 
imposes relatively few constraints on application develop 
ers, who may thus choose to define different keys and 
locations in the registry in which to Store their configuration 
data. 

0.046 FIG. 2B is a graph that schematically illustrates 
details of an emulation registry database 52, in accordance 
with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. The 
figure presents a hypothetical example of a database created 
to hold registry emulation data for two applications, 
“GAME A' and "GAME B,” belonging to an application 
vendor named “RMAT.” For this purpose, an emulation key 
54 is preferably created under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE 
key 43, most preferably using “registry spying procedures 
described hereinbelow with reference to FIG. 4. The con 
tents of database 52 are stored in hive file 40. When the hive 
file is loaded, preferably using the Reg oadKey function of 
the above-mentioned Microsoft Platform SDK, key 54 is 
added to the tree of registry 26 in its designated location 
under HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE key 43. Alternatively, 
the emulation key may be created elsewhere in the registry 
tree, as long as its location is Such as to allow the hive file 
with the emulation key to be created. 
0047 Emulation key 54 contains subkeys and branches 
that correspond to the Subkeys and branches of local registry 
26. These are typically the subkeys and branches to which 
application 38 would write its configuration data if the 
application were actually installed on computer 21. Thus, 
database 52 comprises a second HKEY_LOCAL_MA 
CHINE key 56 under emulation key 54, with its own 
Software subkey 44 and MYFILES subkey 46 corresponding 
to the Software and file type Subkeys in local registry 26. 
Subkey 46 in database 52 contains a further subkey 53 
corresponding to a new file type “...hii” used by the RMAT 
applications. Database 52 also comprises a vendor Subkey 
60 for RAT, containing configuration data and values 
required for the vendor's games. 

0.048 FIG. 2C is a graph that schematically shows 
details of a combined registry database 64, which is pre 
Sented by a registry emulation function to application 38 
running on computer 21, in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention. Combined database 64 
is created from local registry 26 and emulation database 52. 
It corresponds to the registry Structure that application 38 
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would encounter on disk 22 if the application were installed 
there. Database 64, however, is a sort of virtual database, 
Since there is nowhere that it is Stored as an integrated unit 
in this form. Rather, the emulation function running in 
conjunction with the application on computer 21 provides 
pieces of the database dynamically, in reply to requests by 
the application to access the registry. The method by which 
the emulation database is combined with the local registry is 
described hereinbelow with reference to FIG. 3. The result 
is that the registry emulation is transparent to the applica 
tion, which runs as though it were installed on the computer. 
0049 Combined database 64 includes some keys that are 
purely local (belonging only to registry 26), others that are 
used only by the registry emulation, and still others that are 
shared between local and emulation functions. For example, 
vendor Subkeys 50 are pure local keys, while vendor subkey 
60 is a pure emulation key. On the other hand software 
Subkey 44 and MYFILES Subkey 46 are shared, appearing 
in both registry 26 and emulation database 52. When the 
application invokes Such a shared key, the emulation process 
preferably refers to both the local registry and the emulation 
database in order to service the application. When the 
application changes one of the shared keys or values, the 
change is preferably recorded in the emulation database, 
without changing the local registry itself. Thus, when the 
application is finished running, the computer will return to 
its previous configuration, as given by its local registry. 
0050 FIG. 3 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates 
a method for running an application with registry emulation, 
in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present 
invention. At a connection Step 70, computer 21 connects to 
Server 32 and, at an application request Step 72, invokes 
application 38. In response, the Server provides the neces 
sary application code and hive file 40. At a load step 74, the 
contents of the hive file (database 52) are loaded into the 
registry of computer 21, preferably using the above-men 
tioned Reg loadKey function. 
0051 Registry emulation is initiated using database 52 
and registry 26, at a start emulation step 75. The emulation 
is carried out by a Windows Virtual Device Driver (VxD), 
which includes the necessary functions to intercept and 
Service registry requests made by application 38. Methods of 
building and loading VxDs are known in the art of Windows 
programming. For example, tools and procedures for com 
piling, linking, loading and debugging VxDS are provided 
by VtoolsD (available from Compuware Numega, http:// 
www.numega.com/). The use of these tools is described in 
Charter 5 of the VtoolsD User's Guide, which is incorpo 
rated herein by reference. The VxD that is used for emula 
tion is preferably preinstalled on disk 22 of computer 21, and 
is loaded dynamically at step 75. Alternatively, the VxD may 
be downloaded from server 32 for installation on computer 
21 at this stage. Loading of the VXD is preferably accom 
plished by calling the appropriate Windows API or service. 
These APIs and services are described in MSDN publica 
tions including “Platform SDK. Win32 API” and Chapter 36 
(Virtual-Device Loader) of the “Driver Development Kit,” 
which are incorporated herein by reference. Alternatively, 
VtoolsD provides a utility known as VXDLOAD that can be 
used for this purpose. Upon completion of the emulation (at 
step 84, below), the VxD is preferably unloaded. 
0052 The application begins to run on computer 21, at an 
application running Step 76. Whenever the application 
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requests one of the registry services provided by the Win 
dows VMM, an appropriate function of the registry emula 
tion VXD intercepts, or “hooks' the request, at a hooking 
step 78. Preferably, the following services are hooked: 

0053) RegOpenKey 
0054) RegClose Key 
0055 RegOuery Value 
0056 RegOuery Value Ex 
0057 RegCreateKey 
0.058 RegiDeleteKey 
0059) RegSetValue 
0060 RegSetValueEX 
0061 RegEnumKey 
0062) RegEnumValue 
0063) RegOueryInfoKey 

0064.) Any suitable tools may be used for this purpose, 
Such as the Hook Device Service C Service, also provided 
by VtoolsD. This service enables emulation functions to 
monitor and replace the services of the VMM with Substitute 
Services. Details of these Substitute Services are described in 
Appendix A. 
0065) Every registry request made by the application 
must specify a registry key to which the request refers. To 
deal with these requests, the registry emulation functions 
build and maintain a list of all open registry keys, referred 
to herein as the key list. In the Windows operating System, 
each open key is assigned a unique handle, which is pref 
erably used to identify the key in the list. The key list can be 
implemented as an array or a linked list. Preferably, the key 
list is maintained in memory as a binary-Sorted array (Sorted 
by the handles), so that the emulation runs efficiently and 
does not slow the application. A new record is added to the 
key list whenever RegOpenKey or RegCreateKey is called. 
0.066. In addition to the handle, the following information 
is preferably collected and held for each key in the list; 

0067. The path to the key. 
0068 The number of Subkeys that exist under this 
key in registry 26, referred to herein as the maximum 
key index. 

0069. The number of values that exist under this key 
in registry 26, referred to herein as the maximum 
value index. 

0070 A flag indicating whether or not the key exists 
in registry 26, preferably having the value true if the 
key exists only in emulation database 52 (i.e., a pure 
emulation key), and false if it exists in registry 26. 

0071 An additional key handle, referred to herein as 
the parallel key. 

0.072 Beyond the path and the handle, the other fields in 
the key list are useful in enhancing the efficiency and Speed 
of the emulation functions. Not all of these fields need be 
used, and Some may be blank. Further details regarding the 
use of this information are provided in Appendix A. 
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0073 For each registry request received from the appli 
cation, the registry emulation VXD finds the corresponding 
key in the key list, at a key finding Step 80. Then, at a 
Servicing Step 82, the emulation provides the application 
with the requested Service In order to provide for emulation 
of all of the registry Services that the application may 
request, the emulation VXD and key list must Support the 
following functions. 

0074. Add a key to the list, 
0075) Remove a key from the list. 
0076 Find a key in the list and retrieve its informa 
tion. 

0.077 
tion. 

Find a key in the list and change its informa 

0078 For all of the functions except adding a key to the 
list, the handle of the key is preferably used as an identifier 
in carrying out the function. AS in any case of Service 
hooking, the emulation function returns to the application 
the same range of return codes as the original VMM Service 
would. Thus, the application is Substantially unaware of and 
unaffected by the emulation. The above-mentioned 
Microsoft Platform SDK documentation lists the possible 
return codes for each registry-related Service. Appendix A 
provides a brief description and pseudocode listing for all of 
the hooked Services that are provided by the registry emu 
lation functions. 

0079 The emulation functions continue to carry out steps 
78 through 82 for each registry service request that is 
received while the application is running. When the appli 
cation is finished running, emulation registry database 52 is 
Saved to hive file 40, including any changes made in the data 
while the application was running. When computer 21 again 
asks to run application 38, the stored data in the hive file are 
preferably reloaded, So that the changes made previously are 
restored. 

0080 FIG. 4 is a flow chart that schematically illustrates 
a method for creating hive file 40, in accordance with a 
preferred embodiment of the present invention. This method 
is based on "Spying on a trial computer, Such as computer 
21, during installation of application 38 on the computer. 
The normal installation procedure is used while a Spy 
process monitors information written to the registry, in order 
to collect the keys and values needed for inclusion in 
emulation registry database 52. 
0081. Installation of the application is begun at an initial 
Step 90. During installation, the Spy process intercepts all 
requests by the application (or by an installer utility asso 
ciated with the application) to write to the registry of the 
computer, at a request hooking Step 92, The hooking is 
preferably accomplished in Substantially the same manner as 
at step 78 in the method of FIG. 3, using the above 
mentioned Hook Device Service C service, for example. 
In this case, the following VEM services must be hooked: 

0082) RegOpenKey 
0083) RegCloseKey 
0084) RegCreateKey 
0085) RegSetValue 
0086) RegSetValueEX 
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0.087 As an alternative to hooking these services, it is 
possible simply to monitor and record registry accesses by 
the application or its installer, using a utility Such as Regmon 
(a shareware program available at http://www.sysinter 
nals.com/regmon.htm). The information thus obtained can 
then be used to manually construct the emulation registry, 
using Regedit, for example. 

0088. Each of the hooked requests at step 92 includes a 
Specification of a key, as required by the Syntax of the 
request. The operating System responds to these requests by 
providing the handle corresponding to the key. Using these 
keys and their handles, the Spy process builds a key list for 
the application, Similar to the key list that is later used at Step 
80 in the emulation method of FIG. 3. Thus, each hooked 
request is examined, at a key finding Step 94, to determine 
whether the key already exists in the key list. If the proceSS 
finds, at a new key Step 96, that the key is not yet on the list, 
then the key path and handle are captured, in a get key Step 
98. This information is added to the key list, in an add key 
step 100. 
0089. Using the key provided in the hooked request, the 
Spy process Services the request (taking the place of the 
VMM), at a request servicing step 102. Appendix B provides 
a brief description and pseudocode listing for each of the 
hooked Services that is provided by the Spy process. To Save 
the registry data gathered at this stage, the process creates an 
emulation branch in the registry, exemplified by the branch 
under emulation Subkey 54 in database 52. Then, at a data 
Writing Step 104, all of the registry data generated during the 
installation are written twice: once to the location intended 

by the application itself, and once to a mirror location in the 
emulation branch. For example, RMAT vendor key 60 will 
be written both tO 

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\RMAT and to 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\EMULATION\HKEY 
LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\RMAT. The installation 
thus proceeds transparently, without the application or 
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installer being aware of the Spy process going on once 
installation of the application is finished, the emulation 
branch of the registry is saved to hive file 40, at a file saving 
Step 106, preferably by using the appropriate RegSaveKey 
command. 

0090 The software required to carry out the functions 
described hereinabove, Such as registry emulation, creating 
emulation hive files, and running applications without instal 
lation, is typically conveyed to computer 21 and/or Server 32 
in electronic form, over network 30, for example. Alterna 
tively, Some or all of the Software may be Supplied on 
tangible media, such as CD-ROM or non-volatile memory. 
0091 Although preferred embodiments are described 
herein with reference to system 20, shown in FIG. 1 as a 
client-Server System operating over network 30, the useful 
neSS of registry emulation is in no way limited to Such 
Systems. Registry emulation may also be used locally on 
computer 21, for example, to run applications off a medium 
such as a CD-ROM while saving the time needed for 
installation on the computer. Running applications without 
installation also avoids cluttering of local registry 26 with 
excessive application data. Furthermore, although the 
embodiments described herein are based on the registry of 
the Windows operating System, the principles of the present 
invention are similarly applicable to other operating Systems 
that use a common database to maintain consistent configu 
ration data for different applications. 
0092. It will thus be appreciated that the preferred 
embodiments described above are cited by way of example, 
and that the present invention is not limited to what has been 
particularly shown and described hereinabove. Rather, the 
Scope of the present invention includes both combinations 
and Subcombinations of the various features described here 

inabove, as well as variations and modifications thereof 
which would occur to perSons skilled in the art upon reading 
the foregoing description and which are not disclosed in the 
prior art. 
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APPENDIX A - SOOKED EMULATION SERVICES 

This appendix provides a brief description of each 
of the hooked services provided by the registry emulation 
process of Fig. 3, followed by a pseudocode listing of 
the function for erulation of the service. 

RegOpenXey 
This service accepts the handle of an already open 

registry key and the path to a subkey. The service 
attempts to open a new key under the existing key using 
the given path. If successful, a new handle is assigned 
to the newly-opened registry key. 
1. Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original handler; 

exit 

3. If the information from the key list indicates that 
this key is a pure emulation key, use the original 
handler to open a new key using the given path; if 
successful add the new key to the key list, mark it as 
a pure emulation key exit 

4. Use the original handler to open the required path. 
5. If successful add the new key to the list (it is not a 

pure emulation key); exit 
6. Use the original handler to open the required path in 

the erulation data 

7. If successful add the new key to the key list, Mark it 
as a pure emulation key; ext 

8. Return the error code from the original handler and 
exit 
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RegClosekey 
This service accepts the handle of an already open 

registry key and closes it. 
1. Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original handler; 

exit 

3. Call the original handler to close the handle 
4. Remove the key from the list 

RegOlery Value 
This service accepts the handle of an already-open 

registry key and the name of an existing subkey. It 
returns a string from the default value of the specified 
subkey, 
l. Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original handler 

exit 

3. If the key is a pure emulation key, call the original 
handler; exit 

4. Attempt to Open the key in the emulation registry; the 
result is the emulation key 

5. If unsuccessful call the Original handler; return any 
result from the original handler (success or failure) ; 
exit 

6. Use the Original handler and the emulation key to get 
the value from the emulation registry; if successful, 
return the result and exit 

7. Call the original handler, return any result from the 
original handler (Success or failure); exit 
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Reguery ValueFix 
This service accepts the handle of an already open 

registry key and the name of an existing value It 
returns the type, content, and size of the Value. 
1. Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, Call the original handler; 

exit 

3. If the key is a pure emulation key, call the original 
handler; exit 

4. Attempt to open the key in the emulation registry, the 
result is the eItulation key 

5. If unsuccessful, call the original handler; return any 
result from the original handler (success or failure) ; 
exit 

6. Use the original handler and the emulation key to get 
the value from the emulation registry; if successful, 
return the result and exit 

7. Call the original handler; return any result from the 
original handler (success or failure) : exit 

RegCreateKey 
This service accepts the handle of an already-open 

registry key and the path to a new subkey. It creates the 
new subkey, 
1. Eind the key in the key list 
2 . If the key was not found, call the original handler; 

exit 

3. If the key is a pure emulation key, call the original 
handler; if successful, add the newly-created key to 
the key list as a pure emulation key; exit 
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4. Attempt to open (do not create yet) the new key in the 
real registry; if successful, add the new key to the 
list (not a pure emulation key) exit 

5. Open the existing key in the emulation registry 
6. If unsuccessful, create the existing key in the 

emulation registry 
7. Create the new key in the emulation registry 
S. Add the newly-created key to the key list as a pure 

etulation key exit 

RegSetValue 
This service accepts the handle of an already-Open 

registry key, the name of a new subkey and a string 
value. It creates the subkey under the existing key and 
sets its default value to the given string. 
l. Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original handler; 

exit 
3. If the key is a pure emulation key, call the original 

handler; exit 
4 - Open the path to the key in the emulation registry 
5. If unsuccessful, create the existing key in the 

etulation registry 
6. Call the original handler to set the value under the 

newly-opened/Created key in the emulation registry 
7. Return the result of the original handler and exit 

RegSetValueFX 
This service accepts the handle of an already-open 

registry key, along With the name of a value and its 
type, Size and content. It sets the value accordingly, 
after first creating it if necessary, 
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l. Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original handleri 

exit 

3. If the key is a pure emulation key, call the original 
handler; exit 

4. Open the path to the key in the emulation registry 
5. If unsuccessful, create the existing key in the 

emulation registry 
6. Call the original handler to set the Value under the 

newly-opened/created key in the emulation registry 
7. Return the result of the original handler and exit 

Regnumkey 

This service accepts the handle of an already-open 
registry key and an enumeration index and returns an 
enumeration of the subkeys under the existing key. 
l. Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original handler; 

ext 

3. If the key is a pure emulation key, call the original 
handler; exit 

4. If the key does not have a parallel key in the list, 
skip to step 9 below 

5, Call the original handler to perform the enumeration; 
if successful, return the result and exit 

6. If the original handler failed with any error code 
other than ERROR NO MORE ITEMS, return the error code 
and exit 

7. Calculate a new enumeration index by subtracting the 
enuaeration index from the maximum key index 

8, Call the original handler with the parallel key and the 
new enumeration index; return the result and Kit 
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9. Call the original handler to perform the enumeration; 
if successful, return the result and exit 

10. If the original handler failed with any error code 
other than ERROR NO MORE ITEMS, return the error code 
and exit 

11. Open the path to the key in the emulation registry 
12. If unsuccessful exit with the 

ERROR NO MORE ITEMS 
code 

3. The key opened in step all is now the parallel key 
store it in the key list 

14. The enumeration index is now the maximum 

store it in the key list 
l5. Call the original handler with the parallel key and 

enumeration index 0; return the result and exit 

key index; 

RegentValue 

This service accepts the handle of an already-open 
csgistry key and an enumeration index, and returns an 
enumeration of the values under the existing key. 
l. Eind the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original handler 

exit 

3. If the key is a pure emulation key, call the original 
handler; exit 

4. If the key does not have a parallel key in the list, 
skip to step 9 below 

5. Call the original handler to perform the enumeration; 
if successful, return the result and exit 

6. If the original handler failed with any error code 
other than ERROR NO MORE ITEMS, return the error code 
and GXit 
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7. Calculate a new enumeration index by subtracting the 
enumeration index from the maximum value index 

8, Call the original handler with the parallel key and the 
new enumeration index; return the result and exit 

9. Call the original handler to perform the enumeration; 
if successful, return the result and exit 

10. If the original handler failed with any error code 
other than ERROR NO MORE ITEMS, return the error code 
and exit 

ll. Open the path to the key in the erulation registry 
12. If Virsllccessful, exit with ths code 

ERROR NO MORE ITEMS 
13. The key opened in line ll is now the parallel key; 

store it in the key list 
14. The enumeration index is now the maximum value index 

Store it in the key list 
15. Call the original handler with the parallel key and 

enumeration index 0; return the result and exit 

ReggueryInfokey 
This service accepts the handle of an already-open 

registry key and an enumeration index, and returns 
information about the key. 
l Find the key in the key list 
2- If the key was not found, call the original handler; 

exit 

3. If the key is a pure emulation key, call the original 
handler; exit 

4. Call the original handler; if unsuccessful, return the 
error code and exit 

5 Open the path to the key in the emulation registry 
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6. If unsuccessful, return the results of the Call in Step 
4; exit 

7. Use the key opened in step 5, and call the original 
hardler 

S. Calculate the combined results for the following 
parameters: lipcSubkeys, lpcchMaxSubkey, lpcValues, 
lpechMaxValueName, lpcbMaxValueData (as specified in 
the Platform SDK documentation) ; for each parameter in 
the list calculate the maximum of the two results (from 
steps A and 7) 

9. Close the key opened in stop 5 
10. Return the combined results (as calculated in line 9) 

and exit 

APPENDEX B - HOOKD WSPY SERVICES 

This appendik provides a brief description of each 
of the hooked services provided by the spy process of 
Fig. 4, followed by a pseudocode listing of the function 
for eraulation of the service. Although the spy process 
hooks some of the same VMM services as the artulation 

Process it responds to then differently, as detailed 
below. 

RegOpenKey 
This service accepts the handle of an already-open 

registry key and the path to a subkey. The service 
attempts to open a new key under the existing key using 
the given path. If successful, a new handle is assigned 
to the newly open registry key. 

l, Find the key in the key list 
2. Tf the key was not found, call the original 
handler; exit 
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v vs. 3. Use the original handler to. open the required path 
4, If successful, add the new key to the list • 1 a 
5. Return the error code from the original handler and 
exit 

'... RegClosekey 
This service accepts the handle" of an already-open 

registry key and closes it. 
l. Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original 
handler; exit 
3. Call the original handler to close the handle 
4. Remove the key from the list v s 

w 

RegCreateKey 
This service accepts the handle of an already-open 

registry key and the path to a new subkey. It creates the 
new subkey- . . 

1 Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original 

handlel exit 
3. Call the original handler to create the new key 
4, Add the newly created key to the key list 
5. Exit 

RegSetValue 
This Service accepts the handle of an already-open 

registry key, the name of a new subkey and a string 
value. It creates the subkey under the existing key and 
sets its default value to the given string. v V 

l. Find the key in the key list 
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2. If the key was not found, call the original 
handler; exit 
3. Open the path to the key in the emulation branch 
4. If unsuccessful, create the existing key in the 
emulation branch 

5, Call the original handler to set the value under 
the newly-opened/created key in the emulation branch 
6. Call the original handler again to set the value 
this time under the original existing key 
7. Return the result of the call in 'step 6 and exit 

RegSetValueFix 
This service accepts the handle of an already-open 

registry key, the name of a value, and the type, size and 
the content of the value. It sets the value accordingly, 
creating it if necessary. 
1, Find the key in the key list 
2. If the key was not found, call the original handler; 

exit 

3. Open the path to the key in the emulation branch 
4. If unsuccessful, create the existing key in the 

emulation branch 

5. Call the original handler to set the value under the 
newly-opened/created key in the emulation branch 

6. Call the original handler again to set the value, this 
time under the original existing key 

7. Return the result of the call in step 6 and exit 
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What is claimed is: 

1. A method for running a Software application on a 
computer without installation of the application thereon, 
under an operating System that provides a local database 
containing consistent configuration data to be accessed by 
programs running on the computer, which configuration data 
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would normally include installation data generated during 
the installation of the application, the method comprising: 

providing a file containing the installation data which are 
not Stored in the local database; and 

accessing the data in the file instead of accessing the local 
database So as to retrieve the installation data while 
running the application. 

k k k k k 


